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Release Notes for Patch Release#2395

1 Shipped Product and Version
Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.6.1-rev18
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.6.1-rev14

2 Bugs fixed since previous Public Release
This document provides a summary of bugfixes and changes that have been applied subsequentlyto shipping Patch Release #2355.
34989 Mail account using altnamespace presented wrong in folder treeMy folders point at INBOX.The UI needs to know whether or not the IMAP uses altnamespace. If so, ”My folders” points atthe root level and ignores all standard, shared, or public folders. Also changed order to: Standardfolders, my folders, public/shared folders, remote accounts. Also changed check if adding fold-ers is allowed by only considering the 4th bit of ”own rights” instead of also checking the adminbit. Apparently that’s the reason why users might be allowed to add a folder to INBOX (under alt-namespace) and run into an exception.
35533 Inconsistency when editing Tasks datesFixed by datepicker refactoring.
35733 CIFS Filestore not visible in classic folder tree viewPossible (external) file storage accounts are not listed below ”InfoStore” folder.This has been fixed by properly listing existing (external) file storage accounts below ”InfoStore”folder.
35750 Possible mix up of imap sessions during Gatling Load TestsThe IMAP LIST/LSUB cache has not been orderly invalidated on remote nodes in the same cluster.Leading to the client assuming non-existing folders.Solution: Several improvements related to cache events and fix for aggregated cache events.
35899 Mail with TNEF attachment (winmail.dat) breaks Oxtender Sync ”Attachment 5 not
found inside mail 527 of mail folder INBOX”Possibly nested RTF attachments were ignored when retrieving a TNEF attachment using non-structured get. That RTF attachments was not ignored using action=get structure. This lead towrong sequence number accounting: The identifier ”2” referred to ”application/pdf” attachmentfor the one, and to ”application/rtf” part for the other.Consistent parsing of TNEF attachments through proper handling of possible RTF part inside TNEFattachments to keep sequence identifiers in sync.
35920 Portal Plugin Configuration not possible / unstableThe changeable section of a widget declaration didn’t impact whether a widget was marked asdraggable nor whether an update to the index was actually allowed.Solution: In addition to marking a widget as protected or not, introduced the attribute ”draggable”in themodel tomark a widget that can be reordered. Updated the rendering logic to add the propercss class.
35977 Some emails are not moved from SPAM folder to INBOX after mark as ”No Spam”Possible ”MSG-0049” error code when trying to extract the original message out of a spamassassin-processed message.This has been fixed by handling possible ”MSG-0049” error code when marking a message as hamand consider the message itself to be the ham content.
36035 Click on ’Accept changes’ button on ’Appointment changed’ notification will change
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current user’s status to Accepted inOverride confirmation status on external invitation update.This has been fixed by keeping old confirmation status/message.
36048 No error message when sharing a folder with webmail userServer error was not forwarded by UI.This has been fixed by displaying error when receive one from the server.
36262 Update-themes.sh fails if definitions.less is completely empty (0 byte)Empty files have been handled as non-existant.This has been fixed by explicitly allow empty less files.

3 Changes relevant for Administrators
3.1 Changes of Configuration Files
Change #2249 Property for ignoring USM requests to be tracked by the RequestWatcherAdded the following property to ’requestwatcher.properties’ file to be able to define a set of callsthat should be ignored by the RequestWatcher:# Define a comma separated list of USM paths that will be ignored by the# request watcher. Hint: each path has to start with a ’/’# Default value: syncUpdatecom.openexchange.requestwatcher.usm.ignore.path=/syncUpdate
Change #2250 Property for ignoring EAS requests to be tracked by the RequestWatcher# Define a comma separated list of EAS commands that will be ignored by the# request watcher.# Default value: sync, pingcom.openexchange.requestwatcher.eas.ignore.cmd=sync, ping

4 Tests
Not all issues that got resolved with this Patch Release could be reproduced within the OX QAlab. Therefore, we advise guided and close monitoring of the reported issue when deploying to astaging or production environment.To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test onboth, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server setup for system and integrationtesting.All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitlystated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.

5 Fixed Bugs
34989, 35533, 35733, 35750, 35899, 35920, 35977, 36035, 36048, 36262,
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